
REQUESTING AN IS DESIGNATION 

Please complete the following chart in order for the IS/MS committee to assess how well your course addresses the student 
learning outcomes. Please indicate with specificity what element of the assessment addresses the SLO. You do not need to 
address all the assessments for each SLO. Please note that we do not require you to list ALL assignments or texts that address the 
SLOs, representative texts or tasks are sufficient.  

For a course to be designated IS, at least three of these six SLOs must be addresses in content and assessments.   

IS SLO # RESPRESENTATIVE RELEVANT 
TEXTS/READINGS 

RESPRESENTATIVE ASSESSMENT/S 

SLO 1.Discuss global political, 
economic, cultural, social, ecological, 
and/or technological challenges from 
a perspective other than their own 
national and/or cultural context. 

Gilgamesh  
Egypt Mythology  
The Iliad  
Gods and Goddesses of Ancient Egypt 
Jung on Mythology 
Coyote and Raven Dream 

Discussion #3: 
What does Gilgamesh teach us  about 
Sumerian concepts of free will and 
immortality? Use specific examples 
 
Discussion #6 
Compare mythical  legacies of 
Sumerian and Egyptian cultures. How 
do they account for contemporary 
views of  truth and morality?  
 
Discussion #10: 
What regional or global implications 
emerge from the personal and 
national conflicts that arise in Homer's 
version of the Trojan war.  How does 
the Homeric view of life in the ancient 
Greek world compare with the view of 
the E and S?  Does Western 
Civilization rely on the examples set 
by these cultures. If so, why or why 
not?   

SLO 2. Apply discipline-based 
approaches to analyze complex, 

Gilgamesh  
Egypt Mythology  

Assignment #1 
argumentative/analytical essay: 



interdependent global systems and 
legacies (for example, natural, 
physical, social, cultural, economic, 
and/or political) and their implications 
for people's lives and/or the earth's 
sustainability. 

The Iliad  
Gods and Goddesses of Ancient Egypt 
Jung on Mythology 
Coyote and Raven Dream 

“identify and compare the spiritual, 
moral, and ethical legacy contained in 
Sumerian and Egyptian mythology.  
Do you see any evidence of their 
views on balance, order, harmony,  
morality in contemporary culture?  
What have we learned from them?   
What have we ignored?” 
 
Discussion #6 
Compare mythical  legacies of 
Sumerian and Egyptian cultures. How 
do they account for contemporary 
views of  truth and morality? 

SLO 3.Identify sources of and 
strategies to address conflict, 
cooperation, inequity, and/or 
competition in a global context. 

  

SLO 4.Discuss discipline-based 
theoretical, cultural and/or intellectual 
perspectives within a global context. 

Gilgamesh  
Egypt Mythology  
The Iliad  
Gods and Goddesses of Ancient Egypt 
Jung on Mythology 
Coyote and Raven Dream 

Assignment #2 Having read 
discussed: myths from 4 different 
cultures; cultural and universal views 
that emerge from these tales with 
respect to life, death, and other 
aspects of what it is to be human; how 
and why myths can be modified or 
changed to fit differing times and 
cultures students write a 4-6 page 
myth … 
 
Assignment #3 How does the 
mythology of the cultures you have 
explored confirm or deny the 
following statements: “At the heart of 
mythology there are always fantastic 



beings who continually remind us that 
although we can never be immortal 
we can, for a moment, participate in 
what we believe are immortal 
experiences that will become part of 
our ancestral memories, and that is 
perhaps one of the greatest gifts 
given to those who believe their 
purpose is to examine and explore 
what it is to be human.”  

SLO 5. Apply multiple disciplinary 
perspectives (for example, cultural, 
historical, scientific, etc.) to examine 
the impact of countries, regions, or 
non-state actors on global systems 
(man-made and/or natural). 

Gilgamesh  
Egypt Mythology  
The Iliad  
Gods and Goddesses of Ancient Egypt 
Jung on Mythology 
Coyote and Raven Dream 

Discussion #10: 
What regional or global implications 
emerge from the personal and 
national conflicts that arise in Homer's 
version of the Trojan war.  How does 
the Homeric view of life in the ancient 
Greek world compare with the view of 
the E and S?  Does Western 
Civilization rely on the examples set 
by these cultures. If so, why or why 
not?   
 
Discussion #11:From what you have 
learned  thus far, is there a difference 
between how Native American, 
Sumerian, Pharaonic Egyptian and 
Greeks view their connections to  
nature,  humans, and gods.? 

SLO 6.Assess one’s own sense of 
identity, community, ethics, 
perspective, and/or impact in the 

Gilgamesh  
Egypt Mythology  
The Iliad  

Discussion #3: What does Gilgamesh 
teach us  about Sumerian concepts of 



context of a world composed of 
interdependent yet often inequitable 
systems. 

Gods and Goddesses of Ancient Egypt 
Jung on Mythology 
Coyote and Raven Dream 

free will and immortality? Use specific 
examples.   
 
Assignment #2 Having read 
discussed: myths from 4 different 
cultures; cultural and universal views 
that emerge from these tales with 
respect to life, death, and other 
aspects of what it is to be human; how 
and why myths can be modified or 
changed to fit differing times and 
cultures students write a 4-6 page 
myth … 
 

 


